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Graphical User Interfaces for Business Information Systems



By: Blake Ives



Abstract Proponents of computer graphics foresee them having a dramatic impact on decision maker productivity. The availability of inexpensive graphic computer technology permits organizations to rely extensiveiy on graphics for standard information presentations. Despite the claims of the proponents, however, there is little substantiai evidence linking the use of graphics with increased management productivity and/or higher quality decisions. Moreover, the use of powerful graphics capabilities by end users, unskilled in graphics design, presents the likelihood that information presentations will suffer rather than improve as computer generated graphics grow in popularity. This article discusses typical and atypical applications of computer graphics for presenting business information. Existing evidence relating the use of graphics with improvements in user productivity is discussed. Much of the article is focused on computer graphics design within the organization including: who should do design, the conceptual foundations of good graphics design, and a set of guidelines and cautions applicable to the design of quality graphics. The article concludes with a list of suggested research topics. Keywords: User interface, interface, graphics, human information processing, spatial management, ICONS, color, graphic design, dual brain. MIS, graphics research, business charts ACM Categories: H.I.2, 1.3.6



Introduction We are in the midst of yet another technclcgical revolution. "Business graphics" joins the stockpile of information miracle drugs. The "total" MIS, online, realtime decision making, database management, distributed processing, decision support systems, the electronic office, and now computer generated business graphics — the scenario is familiar. First come the technological breakthroughs, the products, and then the impressive claims. Remember when the database concept was to structure "EDP activities in such a way that all of a company's computer readable data are merged in a single pod |401," or when the total MIS was described as a system that "incorporates the recording and processing of all departmental work of a company; that the administrative work is organized from the company's viewpoint as a whole without regard for organizational barriers, and that the system supplies all management levels with the information desired" (591. Now we are told that by "tapping the brain's vast capacity for non-visual perception, computer graphics can communicate as much as 100.000 times mere effectively than statistical printouts alone" [34], that graphics will be "built into even the most ordinary applications programs" [58], and that 'computer graphics satisfies certain unfilled needs of managers" [56].



But then comes the organizational reality. If you are lucky the results are positive — certainly the database concept is useful. Other times you end up with egg on your face. Rarely, if ever, does the technology reach the payback levels promised by the early proponents. The reasons are varied. Perhaps the functionality was overstated. More likely the technology, which looked so pristine in the vendor's showrcom. got mired in the mud of organizational politics or existing systems. At the least, the learning curve substantially exceeded your expectations. Is this trip necessary? Must we suffer through the adolescence of business graphics as we suffered through the adolescence of MIS. database. e(c.?



Probably! The learning curve is inescapable, though you may be able to shorten it somewhat. You have probably already started tc do that. By now you have acquired some graphics terminals
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to "fool around with." Maybe there is one on your desk. Perhaps, you have brought up piiot applications or installed a major system. Controlled experimentation and pilot development may permit traversal of the learning curve and reduce adverse consequences, but only if you focus on your organization's actual needs. Continually pursuing the newest graphics technoiogy is a self-defeating, never ending process.



You, or people in your organization, have started to gather information on graphics. This is probably primarily technical: the specifications for the XYZ graphics package or color terminal, a proposed graphics standard. Those are the mechanisms that we have learned to follow for implementing the other information system wonder drugs. In many ways, though, graphics is different; it Is the oldest form of written expression. Computer based graphics is a new kind ot paint brush!



There is extensive literature applicable to the design of graphic based user interfaces. This article contains a review of part of that literature, a literature drawn from cognitive psychology, graphic design, cartography, human factors, typography, and computer graphics. The article brings together information on the design of graphic user interlaces. The focus is on what Huggins describes as the fundamental problem of deciding "what you show given ail this apparatus" [23). Technological considerations such as how to produce a particular effect (e.g.. coior) are generally ignored.



The first section of the article includes a discussion of business graphic applications and typical and atypical graphic presentation formats. The second section contains the empirical evidence investigating the benefits of graphics. The third section presents a discussion of the skills required to produce computer graphics and who should be involved in their production. The following section contains a description of some of the conceptual foundations of graphics use and design, and the next section presents both guidelines and cautions for the graphic designer. A final section of the article presents suggested research topics. Each section is preceded by a brief abstract of the salient points discussed.
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Business Applications of Computer Graphics The graphic forms currently being produced with computer graphics systems differ little from those produced using manual techniques (e.g.. pie charts or histograms). Although some powerful graphic forms have been developed to meet the unique requirements of business information systems, these can be produced, albeit more slowly, using manual methods. One exception is the computer generated map, which has generally been too expensive to produce manually for routine information presentations. Graphics are not new to the world of business information systems. Executives have relied for years on the graphics design department to produce quality graphics for presentations to superiors, the board, stockholders, bankers, etc. What is new, is the availability of computer technologies that permit graphics to be produced faster, cheaper, and by the end user. Moreover, the data depicted in the charts can be directly gathered from organizational databases. Consequently, graphics are now appearing on a more regular basis and lower within the management hierarchy. The computer graphics that are used in business information systems are similar to those produced with manual techniques. Pie charts, bar charts, curve or line graphs, and step or surface charts are the staple of the business graphics designer. Each is illustrated in Figure 1 which depicts each chart type and indicates the general circumstances for which its use is appropriate. Figure 1 also includes the "map" as a basic chgwt type. The map, perhaps more than any other chart form, gains the most from the avaiiabiiity of computer graphics. The time required to manually produce maps has restricted their use to a limited set of well-funded applications. Computer generated maps can be deveioped in a fraction of the time, and quickly updated to reflect changes in boundaries or represented data. Takeuchi and Schmidt [56] provide examples of mapping applications and discuss the production of computer generated maps. Variations on these basic chart types have been developed for use in organizational information systems. The Gantt chart and project networks
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are common examples from project management, while scatter plots and regression line displays may be the graphic of choice for the forecaster. Paller [42) presents examples of computer graphics in the areas of financial management, marketing, and project management. George and Vindberg [181 present an interesting example demonstrating how graphics can reduce the information overload associated with a complex set of engineering data. Carisen and Vest [81 depict hundreds of different uses of business graphics, though the basic charts they show are minor variations on those that appear in Figure 1. Variations on the basic charts have been suggested as useful to the general manager. Blake 17], for example, presents a set of charts that highiight his organization's performance on a number of important indicators. Others have proposed graphic information systems based on "key indicators." Figure 2 illustrates a charting system proposed by Janson who favors a "pyramid system" in which "each functional department manager selects three to eight indicators that give the best measure of the functional area; a few are then chosen to pass on to a higher level manager who receives twelve to twenty measures from all his or her departments" [27]. The graphic's component of Janson's system draws heavily on narrative and tabular annotation. Robert Widener, whose charts are proprietary and therefore not exhibited here, places more emphasis on graphics in his "key indicator" monitoring system. His charts and those of Jarett, described below, may go furthest in meeting management's needs for standard business information graphics. Widener, the developer of many "management communications centers" for Fortune 500 companies, is a strong proponent of graphic based information systems. Nevertheless, he warns that, " . . . very few top management executives are prepared to accept computer graphics output as a replacement for the more traditional accounting report" [63]. Widener notes that much of the problem lies with the lack of appropriate standards for graphics reports. Another related problem is the poor quality graphics that can now be routinely produced by people with limited skills in graphics design.
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Figure 3, produced by Jarett, depicts how standard accounting reports can be converted to graphic formats. This income statement differs considerably from the traditional accounting reports they replace, though Jarrett, a CPA, has deveioped them with an eye toward the consistency of presentation and fairness expected by the accounting profession [28]. The quality of many computer generated business information presentations is considerably poorer than that provided by a human artist. Partially, this is explained by the creativity of the artist, and partially by the technolcgical limitations typifying modestly priced graphic systems. The creativity problem wili be addressed in a later section of this article Presumably, the technical quality problem will dissipate with advances in graphics technology.



Graphics and Decision iVIaker Productivity According to proponents, graphics present a powerful boost to managerial productivity. Generally, these claims have not been modest and suggest that the improvements in managerial effectiveness are so obvious that rigorously demonstrating such improvements is not necessary. In reality, the research that has been done has produced equivocal findings. Neither graphics nor the use of color has been convincingly demonstrated to enhance managerial productivity. Although more research is required, the mixed results suggest that the use of graphics and/or color will not guarantee improvements in productivity. Poor use of graphics or color can, however, have substantial adverse impacts on productivity. We are told that " . . . the emergence of computer graphics systems for business may prove to be as significant to business productivity as fhe development of the computer itself" [15], but what really is the impact of graphics on decision making and managerial productivity? Surprisingly the evidence is not that supportive! The following subsections examine that evidence, first for graphic versus nongraphic presentations, and then for color versus acromatic presentations.
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Graphics and productivity Research comparing graphical and tabular or narrative presentations is difficult to properly conduct. In many ways it is an "apples to oranges" comparison. It is nearly impossible to set up an investigation such that the information content, as opposed to presentation, of a graphic report is equivalent to the content of the tabular or narrative report it is being compared against. Moreover, the relative quality of the competing presentations must be held constant if a fair comparison is to be made; that is, both the graphics and tabular or narrative presentations should represent the highest quality possible In their respective disciplines. Research is further confounded by the fact that graphic presentations are annotated with varying amounts of narrative or even tabular supporting information. It is as if our orange might on occasion be red or even fall off Vermont trees in the fall. Few studies comparing graphic and tabular or narrative formats control for these problems. No single study, then, has adequately compared graphic presentations to its alternatives. However, by examining many studies, some inappropriately biased against graphics while others are biased against the alternatives, a pattern should begin tc emerge if one is clearly superior to the other. No such pattern has emerged! Ghani [1 9]. in conducting a graphic versus tabular comparison study, reviews the prior literature and concludes, "the popular notion that graphics are categorically superior to tables is not supported either by the literature or this study." Powers, Lashley, Sanchez, and Shneiderman [45] also find equivocal findings in the literature and show in their own experimental study that tabular data is preferable to graphical data when user comprehension is measured. Some studies have shown graphic presentations to be preferable to tabular [5, 46], but the evidence is far less than what one might expect after listening to the graphics proponents. Graphics is probably preferable to tabular or narrative presentation formats, but only for certain types of decision tasks and for certain decision makers. It is important to keep in mind that decision makers will generally perform best with an information format which they are familiar with. Tiie move from tabular to



graphic presentation formats will necessitate a period of relearning. Widener [61], drawing upon his own extensive experience implementing graphic systems, claims three areas where organizations can benefit from graphics if the assumptions behind the charts are known and maintained in a consistent manner so that management credibility is achieved and the charts are, in fact, inserted in the daily decision-support process . . . " These include time savings of 50-80% for key meetings, performance reviews, planning presentations, etc., identification of problems earlier than with nongraphical systems, and reduction of paper reports — one of his clients anticipates a reduction of 40-60% of the roughly one million pages cf reports now being produced monthly. The methodological problems noted above cast a shadow ever much of the research comparing graphic and alternative presentation formats. Nevertheless, the failure to demonstrate a clear advantage for graphics suggests that the extravagant claims favoring graphic presentation formats may be considerably overstated. Results like those suggested by Widener are impressive and seductive, but more formal investigations need to be carried out.



Color and productivity Color is a popular coding scheme that can be employed with either graphic or nongraphic presentation formats. Color is one of the five basic visual input channels availabie to the human information processing system (the others being relative position, brightness, movement, and shape [64].) Since color is currently receiving a considerable amount of attention within the information system profession, it is discussed separately here. As noted previously, comparing graphic and nongraphic presentation formats is troublesome because of the difficulty of properly controlling the independent variable (that is, graphics versus nongraphics) in research designs. This is less of a problem in studies investigating color, but the selection of an appropriate dependent measure presents difficulties. Much of the previous work examining color has been conducted by human factors specialists, who examine the impact of
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color on tasks such as identifying "targets" accurately and quickly. In the case of a fighter pilot, the link between identification time/ accuracy and subsequent action is obviously an important one. It is not clear, however, whether a manager will benefit significantly from identifying a particular shape a fraction of a second sooner. A variety of dependent measures can be examined in addition to time and accuracy of target identification. These include: 1. Decision quality, 2. Decision time,



memories for color codes longer than they will for shape codes. Barker and Krebs examined 78 studies and review articles that consider the effects of color on human performance. They conclude t h a t " . . . the relative effectiveness of coior is dependent upon the task of the subject. Color coding appears to be most effective when the position of the target(s) is unknown. This is particularly evident in tasks involving search over cluttered display fields. Other tasks such as target identification tend not to be beneficially infiuenced by color coding," [4].



3. Decision maker satisfaction, 4. Learning time, 5. Retention time, 6. Attention attracting ability, 7. Attention maintaining ability, and 8. Visual fatigue. There have been literally hundreds of studies investigating the impact of color on one or more of the above outcomes, and several authors have reviewed various aspects of the "coior story." Christ [9] reviewed 42 studies which examined the impact of color on tasks involving locating and identifying stimuli on some type of display. He concludes that "if the subject's task is to identify some feature of a target, colors can be identified more accurately than sizes, brightness, familiar geometric shapes, and other shape or form parameters, but colors are identified with less accuracy than alphanumeric symbols." The greater the density of the display the greater becomes the relative superiority (or, in the case of alphanumeric symbols, the inferiority) of color versus the alternative coding schemes. Christ also notes that in several studies subjects evaluated color as superior to acromatic displays, though actual performance did not demonstrate increased color effectiveness. According to Christ, there is a generally accepted subjective opinion that, "color in displays is less monotonous and that it produces less eye strain and fatigue," [9). Christ also reviewed several studies that demonstrated that people are likely to retain
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Chute [10] examines the impact of coior in media presentations on learning. He found "that although learners prefer oolor versions to blackand-white versions of media presentations, they do not consistently learn significantly better from the color versions." This, he suggests, may be because of individual differences among iearners and the lack of attention that has been paid to "the type of learning required, the category of color cueing empioyed, and the role of other cues in the presentation." Lamberski (30] reviewed several hundred studies that have investigated the use of color, primarily in learning tasks. His conclusions echo the remarks of Chute. "The instructional value of color appears highly dependent upon the complexity of the task in the materials and perceived response requirements by the learner," He also notes the common finding that color is preferred to acromatic presentations, and can therefore "be used to focus attention and provide motiviation." Robertson, who has written an exceitent report on the use of color for alphanumeric displays [49], thinks "there is no doubt that the colour terminal is superior tc monochrome for applications such as business graphics design" [47]. He describes several studies that have demonstrated increased productivity with the use of color, but concludes elsewhere, that there is little emirical support for color, perhaps because "this (the advantage of color) is so obvious, no one bothers to prove it, and therefore the literature does not provide evidence that supports the conclusion" [48].
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Conclusion The empirical literature examining the impact of graphics and color on various indicators of success offers scarce support for the widely held notion that graphics, and especially color graphics, will contribute substantially to decision maker effectiveness. Although this may be partially explained by the relatively poor research designs frequently employed in much cf this literature, it is surprising that the results are so far from the impressive claims made by graphic proponents. Moreover, the literature suggests that if graphics and color are tc produce positive results they must be used with considerable care. There are apparently important interactions between the use of graphics/color and attributes cf both the decision maker and decision task. Effective use wili require more than just converting our old tabular presentations to graphics. These conclusions may not be enthusiastically received by graphics proponents. Nevertheless, the common finding that people subjectively prefer color, and probably graphics, will likely result in the widespread adoption of graphic technologies. Good design, then, becomes an important issue. If adding color automatically resulted in a mere productive display we would need not worry too much about selecting the right color or deciding what to color. Given equivocal results, however, good design is a critical objective.



provide training for managers and analysts, approve frequently used graphic designs, and prepare high quality graphics for "image" presentations. An external agency may also be retained to assist in the development of graphic standards — analogous to using outside expertise to redesign the corporate logo. We contend, however, that someone within the organization must have the requisite skills, to ensure that the graphic standards are effectively implemented and maintained. Traditionally information systems personnel have been the decision maker's primary source for standard accounting like reports, while the graphic arts department met requirements for charts, maps and other graphic displays. With the advent of powerful computer based graphics capabilities, either the manager or the information specialist can produce graphic output, while the productivity of the graphic artist has been enhanced by this same technology. Who, then should serve as the primary provider of business information graphics?



Some alternatives There are arguments favoring and disfavoring the manager, information analyst, or graphic designer as the primary producer of business graphics. Graphics Artist



Who Designs Business Graphics The decision maker, information analyst, or graphic artist now have at their disposal the technology to produce business graphics, but who has the requisite skills and experience to produce effective presentations? Although each of the aforementioned individuals bring a unique set of skills and experiences to the design process, they are each seriously underskilled in certain areas. We propose an integrative solution, whereby the graphic artist works closely with the information systems group to assist in the selection of graphic tools, set system default options.



The graphic artist brings artistic ability and formal training to the design process. It has been noted that computer based graphics systems, "eliminate the use of brushes, paints, and other tools of the professional artist. They do not eliminate the need for taient in applying the principles of graphics design to each new communication task," [58]. However, use cf a graphic artist implies delay and a potentially difficult communication interface between the manager and the artist. The artist will have little understanding of the problem context within which the presentation is to function. There has also been speculation that graphic artists are less enthusiastic about embracing the new eiectronic graphic tools than are people with computer expertise [32]. Moreover, the highly creative
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graphic artist may feel shackled by the consistency of presentation required for information graphics.



The Information Analyst The information analyst presumably has the technical expertise to aggregate information from diverse sources, and is comfortable with the underlying computer technology. The analyst may also be able to produce graphics output without the delay and potential error that may accompany the use of a graphics specialist. Others question the validity of the information analyst's role. Peter Drucker concludes that defining the information required by a manager "is a task that cannot be left to the mythical creature, the 'information specialist.' information is the manager's main tool, indeed the manager's capital,' and it is he who must decide what information he needs and how to use it," [12]. Similarly, Widener expresses doubt about the utility of the information analyst concept, at least for those who work with high level executives. "The reaiity of the world is that very few systems designers have the background, experience, maturity and view of the worid that are all essential for him to be accepted in the executive suite as an equal partner in an MIS program," [63].



Managers By producing their own graphics, managers, or other end users, can reduce the deiay and communication errors associated with use of a graphic artist or information analyst. It has been claimed that increasing end user accessibility to graphics capabiiities will contribute to the effective use of graphics within the organization [42]. Drawbacks, however, include the time required by the user both to learn the new technology and to use, and possibly relearn, it to produce a particular graphic, the mixed quality of the resultant graphic products, and the difficulty of imposing and enforcing organizational graphic standardsThese latter two limitations may resuit in a proliferation of inconsistent, error prone graphics that frustrate users while diminishing the effectiveness of presentations. Furthermore, as Friend points out, "Managers do not want to create graphs, they want to see graphs" [14).
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Skiil and experience requirements Selecting the appropriate locus for graphic production requires an examination of the skills and experience required of the graphic designer. Effective graphics involve three primary processes. These are: 1. Identification — Identifying the ideal information appropriate for a particular decision unit. 2. Location — Locating the best information meeting the requirements noted above. 3. Presentation — Presenting that information in a form which can be readily processed and is decision compelling. Computer based graphics impact only the last of these processes. Nevertheless, the presentation process is dependent on the identification and location processes, processes carried out by a decision maker or an information analyst working with a decision maker. The decision to involve an individual in the presentation process who has not participated in identifying the desired information is only justifiable if the resulting benefit significantiy counterbalances the deiay and error typicaily associated with reliance on a presentation specialist. Partially, these benefits come about through economies of scale — the graphic arts group may be able to spend more for graphics technology than will an individuai department or division. But the benefits also derive from the special skills the graphic designer brings to the problem, skills that may or may not be transferable to the decision maker or the information analyst. The following are skills required for designing presentations: 1. Selecting the appropriate medium (e.g., overheads, slides, hard copy.) 2. Selecting the appropriate presentation format (e.g., map, pie chart) 3. Preparing a graphic that is pieasing to the eye and permits efficient visual processing. 4. Maintaining consistency across presentations for minimizing relearning and frustrations.
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For graphics to be effectively used in organizations, presentations must adequately reflect the application of these skills. If decision makers or information analysts are to design effective presentations these skiiis must be diffused into the organization, or more realisticaliy. graphic design standards must be deveioped and effectively enforced.



An integrative solution Marcus [30] suggests that graphic artists deveiop design processes as well as products. For example, graphics software is characterized by considerable defaulting of user options; the selection of default values is a role for the graphics artists. The artist can also be involved in the selection of systems for generating business information graphics. This ensures that the technoiogy chosen wiii meet the requirements of good graphics design. Graphic designers can aiso work with the systems group in establishing a set of graphic standards for the organization, standards that can be partiaiiy implemented through the default mechanisms discussed above. Training is another area in which the graphic artist can affect the process, and indirectly the product of graphic design. Information specialists and decision makers who wish to develop their own graphic presentations can be trained in the fundamentals of presentation design. There will still be an immediate role for the graphic artist in the development of graphic presentations. Systems that will be heavily used need to be carefully designed; an hour spent by a graphic artist in reviewing the design of a chart or screen that will be presented thousands of times can represent a considerable savings in icst time. Similarly, organizations may elect to produce a standard "chart book," a collection cf standard graphs that, like the accounting reports, will be subject to recurring use. The quantities represented wiii change, but the basic format will remain the same indefinitely. Finaiiy, the graphic artist will continue to play an important roie in deveioping external information products, "presentation graphics" directed at customers, shareholders, or bankers. Such "image " presentations will require the personaiization and distinctiveness that only an artist can provide.



Unless the graphic artist has special training in business graphics the artist wiii not be qualified to develop graphic standards. Widener [61] views the development of these standards as analogous to the process carried out when the organization elects to improve their image by redesigning the corporate icgo; an external firm is temporarily retained to design the iogo and deveiop a set of standards or guidelines describing hew the iogo will appear when used in various media. When the standards effort is complete, the contract with the externai agency expires. Although the analogy is usetui, the deveiopment of a comprehensive set of graphic reporting standards is a more complex task than performing the same function for a corporate logo; one or more internai business graphic specialists may need to be identified to ensure that the standards are effectively implemented and maintained.



Conceptuai Foundations The designer of computer graphics inherits a rich set of conceptual models that serve to both justify and assist the process of graphic design. This section describes four conceptuai models that are useful, but only representative of a substantial body of theory relevant to the graphic designer. The "split brain" model provides some justification for the use of graphic presentations, based on the way people's minds function. The "limits of human information processing," "principles of visual organization, "and "spatialanalogy"models provide useful conceptual foundations for the production of quality graphics. As a research discipline, information systems have been restrained by limited theoretical groundings. Fortunately, computer graphics, borrowing as it does from disparate, but established, disciplines, has a considerable conceptual foundation upon whicii to draw This section discusses briefiy four models which are representative of an extensive literature providing conceptual guidance to the graphic designer.



The dual brain There has been recent interest in research investigating the duality of the human brain. This
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research has been used as justification for business graphics [50]. The initial research was conducted with patients who had the connection (the corpus callosum) between the left and right hemispheres of their brain severed. It was found that the two halves of the brain functioned independently with each side seeming to employ a unique set of problem solving and communication strategies. The left hemisphere is described by terms like logical, rational, realistic, and analytic. It is in this hemisphere that most people, at least right handers of European descent, carry the capacity for verbal communications. The right hemisphere is characterized by words such as emotional, creative, synergistic, and imaginative. The capacity for pattern recognition and picture processing is centered here. While the left hemisphere is thought of as a sequentiai information processor, the right hemisphere seemingly is capable of processing information in parallel, as for example, when you look at a face and immediately recognize the individual based on the entire face rather than its components. Research indicates that the functions of the two brains are not as clearly separated as was originally thought. Even for the so called "split brain" patients, the differences in hemisphere functionality, "are generally small and statisticai, and while they suggest a relative advantage on some dimensions, they certainiy faii to support in any convincing way the view that the hemispheres differ qualitatively in visual capacity," [1 7). For normal people the wide band of nerve ceils that connect the two hemispheres serves to effectively integrate the brain. Nevertheless, the dual brain paradigm is useful. It powerfuliy demonstrates the multiplicity of mental processes that people can apply to problems. It also illustrates the brain's extensive capabilities for pattern recognition and picture processing, abilities that may be tapped by the use of well designed graphics.



i-fuman information processing limitations The dual brain paradigm presents theoretical support for using graphics in decision making. This section and the two that follow present a scientific basis for the design of graphics.
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The human system, as with all other iiving systems, is susceptibie to information overload; at some point the inputs entering the system become so great that they can no longer be processed effectively [37]. It has been found, however, that the human information processing system can handle considerably more inputs if those inputs are received on multiple channels. Fcr example, a decision maker may become overloaded with information if asked to work with a coding system that uses four different intensities of character illumination or four line thicknesses. However, a coding scheme consisting of two line thicknesses and two levels of illumination might be quite easy to work with. In the latter case two unique information carrying channels carry the information; although, multiple channels will overload eventually, they are considerably more robust than any one of the singie channels from which the multiple channel is buiit. The information capacity of a single information channel is approximately seven [36]; that is an individual can effectively distinquish approximately seven different levels on a particular sensory channel. There is, however, considerable variation between the various channels that are commonly employed (for instance — line thickness, color, brightness, symbol shape). Color, for example, can transmit considerably more information in a coding scheme than can line thickness or display brightness. The limitations of the individual coding schemes are discussed in a later section of this article. The limitations of human information processing systems suggest that designers employ coding schemes containing a limited number of coding steps and that additional channels be utilized as the coding requirements become more complex. Graphics that exceed the information capacity of the decision maker wiil produce a state ot Information overload which result in dysfunctional behavior (for example, error, ommission, escape).



Principies of visual organization Gestait psychologists [59] proposed a number of principies that describe human perception. Marcus [33] discusses their applicability to the
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design of computer graphics. The six principles, as described by Marcus are: Proximity — Objects that are located near each other will appear to belong together. For example, two words appearing next to each other on a graph will be perceived as a common label. Simiiarity — Objects that share a similar characteristic (e.g., color, size, shape) wiii be perceived as belonging together. Color, for example, can be used to tie together two items on a graph that do not otherwise seem to be related. Common Fate — Objects that were previously grouped in a particular way will be expected to change in conformance to that previous grouping. For example. the character string: #### +-)--i--f @@@@ &&&&



might be changed to: HHUtt -1- -t- + -)- ' * • • &&&& without causing human information processing difficulties, but the change to; #### -!- + -(-• * • • & &&&& is not easily processed. Objective Set — Although an object can assume a number of states, some of those states will be more strongly perceived than will others. For example, two lines that nearly form a right angle wiii frequently be perceived as a right angie. Direction — Objects that share a common direction will be perceived to belong together. For example, if two lines cross in a line chart the viewer will use the shared direction of the entering and existing iines to deduce which pair of iines belong together. Ciosure — Objects are perceived as self enclosed, even if they are not. For example; is perceived as These principles of visual processing can be used as a guide to good graphics



design and as criteria for identifying poor design.



Spatial analogy A final conceptual tool that can assist the graphic designer is called "spatial analogy," (39). This methodoiogy reiies on our ability to locate information spatially. For instance, you recali having read something recently that you now need to locate. You remember the journal and the approximate date, and if you are like many people you may even have a pretty good idea where the information is located in the publication. You recall that it was near the front, on the right side of the page, and in the top quarter of the page. This ability to remember the location of objects can be helpful. Memorization systems, for example, often rely on spatial analogy; you may, for example, take a mental walk through a room, dropping off objects as you proceed. You might "put" the first item on the couch, the second in the chair, and so on. To recreate the list, you retrieve the objects as you mentally retraverse the room. Spatiai analogy can be used in several ways in the design of computer graphics. Bennett [6], for example, describes a system interface in which the visual display screen is divided up to display information of various types. Milter [35] suggests that as the location of information in a computer system, unlike that in a library, is not physically constrained, the designer can present the user with an illusory mental model of information location. The brain's powerful spatial processing strategies can then be utilized in locating desired information The concept of spatiai analogy provides conceptual support for the notion of consistency in the placement of information; if a user normally finds code keys in the lower right corner of a presentation, then you wili vioiate the spatial analogy and impair effectiveness by locating them elsewhere. The XEROX 8010 Infomiation workstation, makes good use of spatial analogy by creating an analogue between the workstation's screen and the manager's desk. The manager can, according to individual taste, arrange on this "desk" smaii icons, representing an in-basket, an out-basket, files, printer, etc., [54].
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Graphic Components The conceptual models discussed above present some guidance to the designer of graphic presentations. In addition, there is an extensive literature presenting detailed advice on the design of graphics. Schmid [52] and American Nationai Standards (2} present generai guidance on the design of charts, and Paller {431 provides an excellent visual presentation of these materials, targeted specifically at the design of computer graphics. Vindberg & George 158] have humorously, but powerfully, demonstrated how business graphics can be used to mislead a decision maker by selectively drawing their attention to only certain aspects of the data. Robertson [49] provides an excellent set of guidelines for the use of color in alphanumeric presentations. Smith 155] has produced a compendium of guidelines for the design of user interfaces, many of which are applicable to the design of graphics. The materials by Paller, et at., [43], Robertson [49], Schmid [52] and Smith [55] provide a valuable set of reference tools for the designer of business graphics. Within this section are presented some guidelines for the design of business graphics presentations. These are induded here primarily to convince the reader of the magnitude of the design task. The references noted above, provide a more extensive set of guidelines, and other important works are referenced below. Your organization's graphic arts department should also be able to serve as a valuable source of additional knowledge about graphics design. Contained in this section are separate discussions on the use of labels and text, the use of color, the use of shapes and symbols, the use of lines, grids, and axes, and various other components of graphics design. Generally, each of these sections describes the proper use of the particular methodology, presents some cautions to be observed in its use, and illustrates certain aspects of good design with a figure contrasting a poorly and well designed graphic presentation.



Labeis and text A common argument for employing graphics is that by doing so we can directly tap the brain's powerful pattern recognition capabilities;
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capabiiities which are not utiiized when data is presented in narrative or tabular format. We tend to forget, however, that a typicai graphic presentation contains a considerable amount of narrative data. Such data appears in the form of titles, labels, keys, footnotes, grid scales, etc. This textual data must be processed sequentially, and therefore slowly. Design of this component of a graphic presentation is, as a consequence, most important. Nevertheless, this element of graphic design is commoniy ignored. Labels and titles are quickly, often inappropriately, assigned, and again, often haphazardly positioned somewhere on the graphic. If alternative type fonts are available, the user may select one that seems "pretty" or is apt to attract attention; more likely a default type font will be employed. There are in fact many design decisions related to the seiection and display of alphanumeric data cn a graphic presentation. These include selection of appropriate messages, locations on the graphic for those messages, a type font, a size for the type font, the appropriate proportions for the vertical versus horizontal dimensions of that type font, colors for displaying the messages, appropriate abbreviations, words to be underlined, the justification for right and left margins of textual materials, the relative position of a label on the page, the starting point and intervals for grid scales, and whether to use upper and/or lower case. The total number of decisions that must be made is large, too large in fact to be made by the typical user of a computer graphics system. Nevertheless, each decision is important, and each decision will eventually be made, though many decisions may be made by default and/or may seriously intertere with subsequent comprehension of the presentation by the final user of the graphic. Many current graphic systems offer considerable flexibility in designing the alphanumeric component of the graphic. The user may choose between a dozen or so type fonts, a half dozen type sizes, and so on. Although all this diversity can be useful, it may prove counterproductive when placed in the hands of an unskilled user The graphic package user must either be provided with the requisite skills, or more likely, graphic standards must be developed by experienced graphic artists, and system defaults set in conformance with those standards.
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Appendix 1 presents guidelines for choosing. locating, and presenting textuai data in a graphic presentation. The references included in the tabie contain other relevent information. Figures 4-6 demonstrate poor and good use of labels and textual data.



matting aid and as a visual code. When used as a formatting aid color can make certain parts of the presentation stand out from others or draw together fields that are physically separated but logically related. Similar coiors (e.g., red and pink) can be used to indicate an interrelationship between two similar parts of the presentation [49].



Color



When used as a visual code, color reflects the content of the information being displayed. For example, a line chart that has gone below some criticai value might be shown in red. or a bar chart showing the internai temperature of a piece of machinery might be colored from green to yellow to red as the temperature rises from its customary zone to a cautionary zone to a danger condition. It must be noted, however, that the color seiected is dependent not only on the value of the data, but also on the nature of the task being performed; highlighting a particular piece of data with color might be appropriate for one decision maker, but might be distracting to another concerned with some other aspect ot the data. As Robertson [49] has noted, "a hidden advantage of color is that it encourages the programmer to think about the way he presents information to the operator in general, not just the colors."



Color has become a popular option for graphic and alphanumeric terminals. As noted previously, however, the existing empirical data does not demonstrate a strong relationship between color coding and productivity. Nevertheless, color applications will proliferate and good use of color in presentation design is a desirable objective. There exists a considerable iiterature on coior and its application, although less has been written about the use of color in computer systems (Robertson [49], Galitz |16]. and Durrett and Trezona [13] provide useful guidelines). Coior codes can vary on three dimensions. Green, red, and biue are examples of "hues." the first of the three dimensions. A particular hue can have shades of varying intensity or 'saturation," and of varying "brightness." If hues are carefully chosen for discrimination purposes humans can normally distinguish eight or nine hues, and by devising codes made up from combinations of hue and the other two color dimensions, saturation and brightness, people can distinquish among fifteen to twenty-four color combinations [64). However, Woodson [64] suggests that color codes for visual displays be limited to four coding ievels. Robertson [49] similarly notes that screens designed with more than four coiors will frequently draw negative comments from users. Durrett and Trezona [13] suggest using no more than four colors with novice users and a maximum of seven if designed for experienced iong term users. Currently, most terminals used tor business graphics support either four, seven, or eight colors. Assuming these colors have been weH chosen, the number of available colors will not constrain the designer and may help to reduce instances ot color related, information overload. Uses



Color can be used in two ways in graphic, or alphanumeric, presentations; it can serve as a for-



Guideilnes There are hundreds of prescriptions for the proper use of color in graphic displays. Figures 5 and 6 contrast poor and good uses of color in a line chart and bar graph. Appendix 2 presents a compendium ot additional guidance on using color appropriately. Cautions Poor color design can result in dysfunctional presentations. There are a number of potentiai problems. Perhaps the most serious of these results from the overuse of color, or the use ot colors which do not correspond with the user's prior coior expectations; information overload is a likely consequence [ 9, 49]. The contrast between foreground and background colors can also present design problems. As noted in Appendix 2 certain coiors show up poorly against particular background colors, also, the perceived foreground color can change considerably depending on the background color it is being
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Gentle Rentals: Average Monthly Rental Days 11980-19811
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Figure 48. A Poorly Designed Line Chart Text and Titles



Delineation of Information



1. Labels on vertical axes should be positioned horizontally.



1. Avoid using keys if the graph can readily accommodate direct labeling.



2. Locate chart titie at the top and outside the grid.



2. Avoid labeling grids at too fine a level of detail



3. Avoid spacing letters in labels such that they interfere with readability (e.g., "1981").
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Gentle Rentals: Average Monthly Rental Days (1980- 1981) Rental Days
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Figure 4b. A Redesigned Line Chart



Color Multiple lines are more easiiy distinguished using coior coding than by varying line type or thickness. Select colors to emphasize important information {e.g.. the data rather than the grid).



Avoid irrelevant use of color. Avoid combinations of foreground and background colors that interfere with readability.
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GENTLE RENTALS: COMPARISON OF RENTAL UNITS IN FLEET FOR, 1980, 1981,1982
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Figure 5a. A Poorly Designed Bar Chart Text and Titles 1. Use the same family of type fonts for all text. 2. Avoid use of all capitals for long titles or accompanying text. 3. Avoid right justification for iong titles or accompanying text. 4. Maintain consistent spacing between grid labels (e.g., van, trucks, and cars).
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5. Locate titles consistently between charts (e.g., compare title for Figures 4a and 4b). Delineation of Information 1. Avoid crossing bars with grid lines. 2. Avoid unnecessary or overly prominent grid lines. 3. Leave adequate space to delineate groups of bars.
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Comparison of Rental Units in Fleet for 1980, 1981, 1982
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Figure Sb. A Redesigned Bar Chart Coior



icons



1. Use color to increase the readability of the chart.



1. Use icons that are clearly recognizable.



2. Seiect colors that are easily distinguishable.



2. Avoid unnecessarily iabeling icons.



3. Maintain consistency in coior assignment between charts (e.g., compare Exhibits 4b and 5b).
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Gentle Rental: Market Share for 1981



Gentle Rental Remains No, Two in Overall Revenues in the Rental Car Mkt. ACME Continues to Maintain its Position as Industry Leader with ABC and XYZ also holding Significant Shares of the Rental Car Market.



Figure 6a. A Poorly Designed Pie Chart Text and Titles 1. Avoid lines of text greater than sixty characters. 2. Use normal capitalization for long lines of text. 3. Avoid abbreviations in labels and text.



4. Horizontal labels improve readability. Delineation of Information 1. Order sections of pie chart according to their relative size. 2. Avoid using large numbers of sections in a pie chart.
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Gentle Rental: Market Share for 1981



Gentle Rental remains number two in overall revenues in the rental cai maiket. ACME continues to maintain its position as industry leader with ABC and XYZ also holding significant shares of the rental cai maiket.



Figure 6b. A Redesigned Pie Chart Shading 3. Size and/or weight of type shouid reflect levels of information (e.g., date versus company name).



1. Select patterns or shadings to avoid interfering with visual processing.



4. Accentuate subcategories of interest (e.g.. the "Gentle" slice of the pie has been removed from the pie).



2. Shading can be used to highlight information (e.g., in Figure 6a the relative light pattern used for ACME makes this data stand out).
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displayed against. This presents a challenging problem in applications that will require the same presentation to be displayed on both a visual display unit and hardcopy; colors that normally are displayed against the screen's dark background will look different when displayed on white paper. A related problem, concerns the conversion from a multi-color visual display device tc a monochromatic display or to a display that permits tewer colors. Selecting an appropriate strategy for converting a seven color presentation designed for a visual display device to a four color printed format is a difficult problem [49]. Two cautions involve individual differences among users of color displays. The first is coior blindness; approximately four percent of humans of European origin suffer from some sort of color deficiency. Generally, these people have some color vision, with deficiencies in certain color combinations being more common than others. By careful color selection by both hardware and application designer the potential negative impact can be minimized. Moreover, color coding strategies can be coupled with redundant, monochromatic coding (e.g., the use of patterns or alphanumeric labels) to assist the color deficient user. IBM [25] depicts how colors are perceived by individuals suffering from various types of color deficiencies. Robertson [49] presents a list of techniques for designing presentations that meet the needs of color deficient users.



[49], therefore, suggests that user subjective reactions to color should generally be ignored, but that designers should be carefui not to let their own "subjective preferences" impact their "use of color on the screen." A final caution concerns the need to assure that color is used consistently across applications within the same organization or even where possible, across multiple organizations. This requires, first an awareness by the presentation designer of the benefits in human information processing achievable with consistent use of color. It also requires an effort to develop a set of color standards within the organization. Where possible, these standards should adhere to existing industry standards or common practice (for exampie, the generally accepted practice of putting error conditions or danger indicators in red or of using blue for data captions or labels [49)).



Icons



A second individual difference of importance concerns the user's psychological response to various colors. Woodson [64], for example, presents a list of emotions engendered in people by exposure to various colors. Townsend [57] similarly provides a table of the "social associations of colours" found in various countries.



Icons [i.e., pictorial representations of entities) have recently begun to be employed in the design of computer user interfaces. They have long been used by the graphic artist as both a shorthand form of label (e.g., a small plane is often used to represent an airport on a map) and as a readily identifiable communication device. The XEROX 8010 Information workstation [54], for exampie, employs icons to represent an in-basket, a filing system, a printer, a letter, etc. These are arranged by the user on another icon — an electronic desk. The icons are displayed on a screen and the user initiates a function by positioning the cursor on an icon by manipulating an electronic mouse, Schiid, Power, and Karnaugh [51] describe a conceptual system called "PICTUREWORLD" that employs icons in a similar manner,



Although many of the associations seem generalizable across cultures, there are some notable exceptions; "anger," for example is associated with the color red in many societies, but is linked with blue in France and Switzerland, and with yellow in Italy. Townsend also orders the colors by order of their preference by observers (from most popular to ieast popular — blue, red, green, magenta, orange, yellow). Obviously, though there will be considerable variation in these reactions from user to user. Robertson



Schiid, et al. [51], present two arguments for using icons. The first involves the "very low entry cost" incurred when users are asked to use a system that graphically duplicates physical objects that they are already familiar with. There is no unique nomenclature to learn, no procedural language, and no extensive training program. The second advantage stems from work on how the human memory system operates. Research indicates that memory tasks involving imagery (e.g., the recognition of icons) do not interfere
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with verbal tasks that may be going on simultaneously (e.g.. composing a letter or discussing the status of a critical indicator). Alphanumeric iabels. on the other hand, probably interfere with those same verbal memory capabilities. Sheppard (53] provides another justification for using icons; he demonstrates that our memory for pictures is better than our memory for words. Icons may soon be extensively employed in the design of interactive user interfaces such as 8010 and PICTUREWORLD; they also can serve an important role in information display systems. Icons can be used to iabei graphs or maps. They may aiso be used to "fill" solid areas; for example, a bar chart comparing sales of American and foreign cars could have a bar made up from an appropriate number of an illustrative domestic car and another consisting of foreign cars. Icons may also be modified to represent some additional information about an attribute of an object; the wake attached to a ship icon, for example, can be varied to indicate both direction and relative speed (21]. A pie chart or bar chart can be thought of as an icon. These physical shapes are familiar to us and we automatically draw from our memory a set of rules to assist in interpreting them. Selecting an appropriate icon is a challenging task. It is frequently noted in articles written by proponents of graphics that a picture is worth a thousand words. Unfortunately, these are not aiways the particular thousand words we had in mind. An icon which seems most appropriate to the designer may have quite a different meaning to the ultimate user. Icon use should be restricted to situations where the meaning of the icon is readily apparent to the target user population. If no appropriate icon exists, you should use the alphanumeric equivalent rather than forcing the user to deal with unfamiliar imagery. Although graphic designers may wish to design their own icons, there are thousands of standard icons already avaiiabie. These generally have the advantage of iiaving been carefully designed and may be familiar to the user population. Icons for typical office procedures are described in Smith, e( al., 154] and in Schild et al.. [51]. ANSI [3] presents another set for standard processing activities. Smith, et al., [54] aiso dispiays a set of



icons for representing screen cursors tor use during various types of screen activities. iHerot [21] is deveioping a set of unique icons to represent the functions performed by typical software modules. Woodson [64) presents icons for a variety of purposes and Dryfus [11] presents an extensive coilection of international graphic symbols. Huggins and Entwiste [24] discuss the use of icons as a communication tool and annotate severai hundred references on the subject. Figure 5 demonstrates the use of icons in a bar chart presentation. Appendix 3 presents a number of guidelines for use in displaying such symbols.



Lines, grids, and axes Paiier [42] claims that displaying data using different line thicknesses "is the most widely used method of differentiating curves in traditional business graphics " Aithough common, varying iine thicknesses is only one way in which simple lines are used in business graphic systems. Lines can be colored, of varying lengths, and of varying patterns (for example, solid versus dashed). Lines can be shown at varying angles (for example, to represent relative direction) and can be used to represent both data and the scales that enumerate that data. Lines can be used to add emphasis (i.e., underiining or overiining), or to draw attention to something (e.g., an arrow between a label and a data point). They may also be used to show a relationship between two objects (for exampie. moving a letter icon from the in-basket icon to the file cabinet icon). The simple line, then, becomes a multi-channei coding strategy tiiat has been used in business graphics in many ways. Lines must be carefully used to avoid information overioad with resultant decrease in productivity. Remember too that there are a variety of illusions that can be performed with simple iines. Lines that are the same size can be made to appear of different lengths by modifying their surroundings. Gregory [20] discusses the perception of simple line illusions. Appendix 4 provides several guidelines for the use of lines, grids, and axes in business graphics. Example use of various types of iines are shown in Figures 4-6.
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Miscellaneous other techniques A variety of other display techniques are available, depending on the output device being used. Icons, labels, or lines can be made to blink, can be dispiayed in reverse video (e.g., black on white), or can be displayed in varying levels of focus or of brightness. Patterns or shading can be substituted for color. With many of these alternatives the potential for information overload is great and the techniques must be used with considerable care. Appendix 5 contains a list of guidelines for the use of these techniques, while Figure 6 demonstrates proper and improper use of shading. Most of these techniques are usable on visual display screens, but not on more static media. They must be used cautiously then when the presentation may be later converted to an alternative format (e.g., slides or hardcopy).



Conciusion Graphics design is a mature discipline. Good graphic artists skillfully utilize the methods described here and many more. If they do their work well, the graphics that result appear very simple. Simplicity, is in fact an important objective in the design of good business graphics. However, though the resulting design is simple, the process of producing it is not. Moreover, many of the design principles enumerated herein can be contradictory; the designer must frequently make compromises and tradeoffs. Good design requires both a solid knowledge of the principles of graphics design, and a natural artistic ability.



Research in Business Graphics Although some research has been done in the area of computer generated graphics for business information presentation, there is much that still needs to be done. We must examine closely the link between the use of graphics and decision maker productivity, tf these studies produce the positive results predicted by graphic proponents, then research must be initiated examining the use of color, icons, three dimen-
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sional graphics, animation, and interactive dispiays. We must also consider the problem of converting information presentations between media that have different display characteristics. As demonstrated above, there is extensive knowledge applicable to the design of computer based business graphics. Diffusing this information into systems design processes is the first task that must be addressed. There are, however, a number of topics that must still be researched, and these are discussed below. The most urgent area of research that must be addressed is the demonstration of decision maker productivity improvements attributable to the use of computer graphics. Studies attempting to compare tabular and graphical presentations have frequently been poorly designed and produce equivocal findings. Additional studies must be conducted, preferably in both lab and field settings. These should be designed to compare differences among individual decision makers, and more importantly, the characteristics of the tasks facing the decision maker. A related area of research involves the development of a set of standardized graphical reports for common information needs. Some forms of information are fairly consistent across organizations (e.g., balance sheets and income statements), and it would be useful if a set of common reporting standards could be developed to ensure uniform and fair information reporting, at least for financial statements. Jarett seems to have gone the furthest in both developing and establishing the need for such standards [29]. Jarett [28] discusses a number of related research issues that need to be addressed including: what impact the addition of color has on graphics productivity, is the potential for inadvertently or purposely distorting information increased with graphics, should tabular and graphical information both be presented to the decision maker, and how does the use of graphics affect the image of a business? Another important issue concerns the translation of graphic presentations across various media [49]. Consistent strategies need to be developed for dealing with the movement of a presentation from, for example, seven color graphic devices to four color, or from chromatic to monochromatic devices.
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The transition from tabular oriented information presentations to graphic forms presents another important research topic. How quickly can people learn the new presentation formats, what impact does the use of standard formats have on this learning process, how difticult is it to wean people away from the tabular information formats that they are used to? The learning curve associated with adoption of a new presentation format must also be considered in research that attempts to demonstrate productivity improvements caused by use of information graphics.



voice message to it before passing it on to others. or remove, by a touch, information which is distracting to the decision under consideration. Similarly, information from muitiple charts could be reduced and displayed together, or the charts could be electronically "overlayed" upon each other.



The use of icons in information graphics requires further study. Jarett anticipates that icons will be commonly used to depict the line items in financial statements by 1990 [29]. There are strong conceptual arguments favoring use of icons over labels for representing easily identified entities; studies need to be conducted to test the utiiity of icons tor displaying business information.



Like the information miracle drugs that have preceded them, computer graphics are not the uitimate panacea. Although their proponents promise major improvements in decision maker productivity and decision quality, there is only weak empirical justification for this expectation. Nevertheless, chromatic and achromatic graphics are considered highly desirabie by many people and it is almost a foregone conclusion that they wiii be both enthusiastically endorsed and highly sought after by many managers.



Each of the above areas of graphic research are equally appiicabie to computer based and manually prepared graphic presentations. However, the computer provides many new ways to present graphics that need to be considered. One of these is the hierarchical graphics system described by iHerot [22]. Such a system can provide a powerful spatiai anaiogy to the traditional desk oriented work environment — an anaiogue with considerabiy more powerfui modes of information search and retrieval than the traditionai desk it both mimics and augments Automated graphic systems can also be used to control the manner in which information is reveaied to the decision maker. A iine chart, for example, need not be displayed all at once, but can instead be "grown." First, the graph's titie can be displayed, then the axis and grid, then the axis iabels. and then a iine representing the budgeted objective or a competitor's performance. Finaiiy, the line representing actuai performance might be displayed, perhaps delaying slightly to show months in which the actual figures were significantly different from the target. Three dimensional graphic systems are also technically feasible, and shouid be examined for potentiai appiication to the display of business information [38]. Information graphics can be made more interactive for the viewing user; the user can be provided with the capability to "mark up" an electronically displayed graphic, attach a



Conclusions



Information systems management must prepare for the "graphics revolution" if that revolution is not to turn into technoiogical rout. This will require us to avoid overselling user management on the benefits of computer graphics, while diffusing graphics design expertise and standards into our organizations. The graphic arts department, must be consulted on decisions related to the seiection of graphic technology, the development of organizationai graphic standards, training end users and systems personnei in developing good graphics, and in designing frequentiy used displays. We must recognize that there is iittle inherently different between computer graphics and traditional graphics and try to avoid remaking old mistakes. Meanwhile, researchers must continue to investigate how graphics can best be used to improve decision making. This is an area that iends itself well to simulated laboratory research, although these simuiations must be long enough to pick up the affects of iearning. Finally, if graphics are demonstrated to be significantiy better than alternative presentation formats, we must carefully investigate how graphics can be used to advantage within the information systems profession.
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Appendix 1. Guidelines for Display of Labels and Text Content 1 Display no more data than the user needs |55]. 2. Labels should be consistent from display to display [55]. 3. Labels should be readily distinguishable from each other [55]. 4. Labels should be made up from common terms that are familiar to the target user population or from standard lists of terms developed for the particular user population [55, 64]. 5. Avoid humor in accompanying text [16]. 6. Use whole words rather than abbreviations when space permits [55, 64]. 7. If abbreviations must be used do not include abbreviation punctuation [55]. 8. Avoid contractions such as "won't" in iabels and text [55]. 9. Each display should contain enough title material to be comprehendable [31]. 10. If the same chart form is being used multiple times (for example, to compare trends) then use the same set of scales on each instance of the chart [43]. 11. Include zero on scales in which values are being compared; if only a small, nonzero part of the scale is used the chart may be very misleading [43]. 1 2. Values on grid scales should be selected so that interpolation is easy to do [43]. 13- Avoid using two different scales on the same axis [43]. 14. If two scales are used on the same axis clearly mark (perhaps with an arrow) which scale goes with which curve [43].



Fonts 1. Generally, a single type font should be employed for a presentation, although different forms (e.g., bold, medium, or light; condensed, regular, or expanded) of that typeface may be employed to distinguish among various levels of labels [33, 43]. 2. Such changes should be limited to two or three levels [33]. 3. Proportional variations in type font sizes should be simple and obvious. Primary versus secondary labels, for example, might differ by ratios of 2:1 or 3:1 [33]. 4. Use the same family of type styles across multiple charts being used in the same presentation [52]. 5. Simple sans-serif type fonts are preferable [43], 6. Avoid italicized, stenciled, old english script type fonts [64]. 7. For dark characters on a light background, the width of the stroke making up each character should be one-sixth the character's height; for light characters on a dark background the stroke width should be one-seventh the height of the character [64]. 8. Extra wide characters may be used to add emphasis to text. The width, however, should not exceed the character's height [64], 9. The most readable height/width ratio for characters should be somewhere between 5:3 and 3:2 [64], 10. The separation between letters or numbers appearing together should be one stroke width [64], 11. The space between words or groups of numbers shouid be approximately three stroke widths [64].



Position and size 1. Line curves should be directly labeled if there is room rather than relying on a key [43]. 2. Make scales on line chart axis large enough to be easily read [43], 3. If room permits, labels should be placed within the coiored or shaded areas they represent rather than in a separate key [43].
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4. Use size, or color coding, to help differentiate between levels of label importance [64]. 5. Use capital letters for labels and short instructions because they can be read at a greater distance than capital and lowercase letters [64], and can be used to attract the reader's attention [55]; upper case is also preferable when the quality of lower case letters will decrease their legibility [55]. 6. All labels should read from left to right. Avoid labels that read from top to bottom, that are on their sides, or that go around corners [64],



Displaying text 1. Multiple lines of text should be displayed in lines of approximately 40-60 characters [31 ]. 2. Unless the display device is capable of proportional spacing, justified right margins should not be used as they impede reading speed [31, 55]. 3. Normally long lines of text should be displayed with normal use of upper and lower case [41, 55], This will improve readability as short words of mixed case can often, and rapidly, be recognized by their shape [32]. 4. Avoid breaking words by hyphenation between lines [55]. 5. End every sentence of textual material with a period [55].



Appendix 2. Color Guidelines Color usage 1. For tasks involving target identification, color is a better coding strategy than anything except alphanumeric codes [9]. 2. Multiple lines of alphanumeric data can be broken up into groups of three by use of alternating colors. This corresponds to the green and white stripes appearing on printout paper [49]. 3. If a screen full of alphanumeric data is broken into groups, blocks or columns, then each can be made more discrete by separately coloring them [49], 4. Use color to differentiate two or more lines plotted on the same graph [49]. 5. Color can be used as a prompt to indicate to the user which information should be entered next [49]. 6. Color is a particularly good coding strategy for tasks involving searching and counting [64]. 7. Use color as an additional aid after the screen has been formatted as well as possibly using monochromatic techniques [55].



Color choice 1. Data that are to be highlighted should be colored with bright colors, while "normal" data should be colored in less noticeable colors. For the IBM 3279 colors from most brightest to least brightest are: white, turquoise, yellow, pink, green, blue, red [49]. 2. Use similar colors tor similar situations (e.g., red for severe problems, pink for cautionary situations [49]). 3. Color frequently used fields differently from the rest of the data [49], 4. Use bright colors for foreground fields and for important fields, while using less bright colors for the background [49], 5. If important categories must be clearly differentiated then assign strongly contrasting colors to them first, and then assign colors to the remaining code categories [49].
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6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.



1 6. 1 7, 18.



Use each color to represent only one category of displayed data [55]. Avoid red/green, blue/yellow, green/blue, and red/blue color pairs [13]. The color green is often appropriate for representing the normal data [49). The color blue should not be used in displays for critical data, but should instead be only used for background data [55]. Use the color red for error messages, identifying problems, and indicating significant conditions [49], User responses will be faster to highly saturated red or blue prompts than they will to yellow prompts [13]. Red colors appear to advance and blue to recede In video presentations [57]. Black objects appear to be nearer, heavier and smaller than white objects of the same dimensions [57]. Alphanumeric data should be coded in red, white, or yellow and light blue should be confined to large background areas [13]. From most legible to least legible combinations of foreground lettering on background — black on yellow, green on white, blue on white, white on blue, black on white, yellow on black, white on red, white on orange, white on black, red on yellow, green on red, red on green, blue on red. Use high color contrast for character/background pairs [13]. Outlining colored solids in black produced no difference in performance on an identification task than providing no such outlining [44]. If the nature of the task suggests no particular ordering for the various levels of a color code, then order the colors by their appearance in the rainbow [49].



Color cautions 1 2. 3. 4.



5. 6. 7. 8.



Irrelevant colors interfere with an individual's ability to perform a task involving target indentification [9]. Use no more than four colors for novice users. Seven colors may be used effectively with experienced, long term users [13]. Probably color levels should normally be set at four or less [49, 54]. A single coding strategy such as color is appropriate if the density of the resulting display is low. For higher density displays, use a double coding strategy such as color and shape or color and patterns [64]. The background color affects the foreground coior [57]. The color of the background can be changed by the color of a fine pattern displayed in the foreground [57]. Red and green are not readily visible in the periphery of the eye. Material to be identified in this area shouid be coded as white [1 3]. Increase the size of the color coded object as the number of colors increases [13].



Appendix 3. Guidelines for Display of Icons/Symbols 1 An "excellent" coding scheme can be developed using up to twenty unique shapes [64]. 2. A particular shape can be varied to indicate some change in an attribute in the object being represented (for example, the wake of a ship can be used to represent both direction of travel and relative speed) [21]. 3. The meanings assigned to symbols should remain consistent across displays to be presented together [55].
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Special symbols such as asterisks or arrows can usefully serve to draw attention to exceptional conditions [55]. As many as five different sizes can be used to represent symbols, but, unless the data is to be printed, two or three different sizes is a practical limit [55]. If multiple sizes are employed for the same symbol the next larger symbol should be at least 1.5 times as big as the previous smallest one [55]. As the number of colors shown on a display increases, increase the size of the color coded objects [13].



Appendix 4. Guidelines for Display of Lines, Grids, and Axes 1. A coding scheme involving line widths should employ no more than three different widths [55]. 2. A coding scheme should consist of no more than four line types (i.e., solid versus varieties of dashed) [55]. 3. A coding scheme should consist of no more than four line types (i.e.. solid versus varieties of dashed) as only a "fair" method for coding [64]. 4. Codes can be developed using lines at varying angles (for example, to indicate direction). If this technique is used the number of unique angles making up the coding scheme should be no greater than twelve and the author evaluates this as a "fair" coding strategy [64]. 5. The lines being used to indicate data curves should be thicker than the lines used to represent scale grids [43]. 6. In plotting data curves use dotted or dashed lines only for representing projections or extensions [43]. 7. DC not allow grid lines to pass through the columns or bars being used to represent data [43]. 8. If multiple data lines appear on the same chart signal out the important one by underlining or some similar technique [43].



Appendix 5. Guidelines for Miscellaneous Other Display Techniques Blinking 1. Use no more than two levels for blinking codes {i.e.. blinking and nonblinking) [64]. 2. Blinking codes are evaluated as "poor," and are both distracting and fatiguing. They serve best as attention getters [64]. 3. Blinking reduces legibility [16], therefore, light pennable, or touch sensitive, labels should not be blink coded [64], although you might elect to accompany the label with a separate blink coded symbol such as an asterisk [55]. 4. Limit use to situations where a person must respond quickly or detect from some distance [16].



Reverse Video 1. Reduces legibility [16].
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Focus 1 Two levels of focus (/.e., focused and blurred) are appropriate [55], 2. Blurred items may be illegible [55], 3 Blurred illegible items may be used to indicate the availability of addtional data, available at a finer level of detail.



Brightness 1. Use a maximum of two brightness coding levels [64]. 2. Brightness is evaluated as a poor coding strategy that is both fatiguing and detrimental to the coding process; it serves best as an attention getter [64]. 3. A useful option permits labels to be highlighted for the inexperienced user or dimmed for the user familiar with the system [55].



Shading and patterns 1. Color is preferable to monochromatic patterns or combinations of color and monochromatic patterns for up to sixteen coding levels [44], 2. Patterns on yellow backgrounds are difficult to discriminate [44]. 3. Avoid shading patterns that are garish [42]. 4. If keys are being used with shading patterns, order the patterns so as to assist the user in remembering which shades reflect the ends of me scale [42]. 5. Order shape patterns from darkest, at the bottom, to lightest, at the top [42].
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